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MATERIAL HANDLING ANALYSIS
R. H. Marsh ..!./
Material handling consists of moving units of given size and weight and
the ·t ransportation of those units from one location to another. The operations
may be repeated many times with many variations, but material handling essentially involves only these two operations: (1) piling, (2) transportation. The
simplest form of material handling is that where a man picks up a unit, walks
a certain distance and puts it on another pile . . Let us consider a pile of 1, 000
units to be moved a certain distance and repiled . Before attacking this simple
problem , we have two forms of data: (1) How many units can a man pile pet
hour? (2) How fast will he walk between the two piles?
(Chart 1) Let us as~ume that a man in the plant will pile 200 units per
hour, and 'that he walks at a speed of 200 feet per minute under this plant's
conditions. These figures, while they represent actual conditions which have.
been observed, may vary widely in different plants and'· intentionally, the· size
and weight of the units are not given in these fundamental assumptions.
Now let's assume a movement that involves our fundamental assumptions.
To move 1 ; 000 of these units 200 feet and pile, five hours are spent
piling, and 33 3/10 hours in transportation between piles. This, of course,
includes the return trip . If a man simply repiles a thousand units at the same
location, or travels zero distance, the operation will require five hours. If,
in addition , he moves the pile 200 feet, he will utilize in the entire operation
38 3/10 hours. These two points, zero distance and 200 feet project a curve
from which we can read the man hours required to move the pile any required
distance by this method .
Suppose we give our man a two-wheel truck (Chart 2) to carry five
units per trip . In this case, he piles twice - once on the truck and once on the
final pile. Thus , the piling time is doubled , but the travel time is divided by
five. Inasmuch as 10 hours are spent piling, our curve starts at 10 manhours
for zero distance . Inasmuch as only 1/5 the time is required for travel, we
have 6 6/ 10 hours of travel or a total of 16 6/10 man-hours to move the pile
200 feet. Again a line through these two points projects a curve of the manhours requiled for any distance the pile is moved by this method. An interesting
point is that the portion of the original line which is below the new line indicates a distance within which the most primitive form of handling is more
economical than the ·use of the two-wheel truck .
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If we increase the unit load for the travel by providing our man with a
four ...wheel truck (Chart 3) capable of carrying 2 0 units we have the same
piling time as with the two-wheel truck but our travel time is 1/4 of that
·with the two-wheel truck and we find a total for 200 feet of travel to be 11 6/10
manhours . Again striking a line we find at every distance there are less
manhours 1 or that this method is more economical than the two-wheel truck
for this particular set of conditions. We do find however that even in this
case there is a certain distance at which the most primitive method is still
more economical than the four-wheel truck.
Naturally the travel in each of these cases could be accomplished by
conveyors (Chart 4) and under certain conditions where an operation requiring
the individual handling of each package is encountered the conveyor is one of
the most useful tools we have. In this case we require five hours to pile the
material on the conveyor and five hours to pile it from the conveyor in a new
location. Transportation manhours being zero we have a horizontal line
starting at 10 manhours for our 1 000 pieces and remaining at that figure regardless of the distance the material must be moved. This shows a manhour
economy greater than the two-wheel truck or the four-wheel truck to all
distances but still the primitive method on the extremely short distance is
more economical.
Now we come to the pallet-fork-truck method (Chart 5) in which we
make our pile at the source or first operation and move a whole section of
the pile successively to a new location eliminating the necessity for repeated handling of the individual packages. In this case we have one
piling operation involving five hours piling on pallets . The travel time is
greatly reduced inasmuch as one man with a fork truck can handle two or
more times as many units per trip and operates about twice as fast. In
this case we have a line starting at five hours per thousand and increasing gradually with the distance due to the relatively small time spent
in travel with fewer larger loads at a higher speed. At this point it is well
to consider that most material handling operations involve more than one
movement of the same material through the plant or warehouse . . For subsequent movement of our new pile which is already on pallets we have a
parallel to the new and much talked -of unit load or "ship-on" pallet.
To make this comparison complete we should provide for the situation
where goods are delivered on pallets (Chart 6) . . In this case there is zero
piling time . Therefore our line theoretically starts at zero. The travel
time will parallel that of the previous operation but five hours per thousand
is deducted due to the fact that the goods are already piled .
. In the charts we show a method which graphically represents under
a set of conditions the relative efficiency of several systems .of material
handling . Additional lines could be inserted to indicate other forms o£
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material handling but it is difficult to conceive of any form of material handling
squeezing between the bottom line and base line .
Specifically~. how do powered industrial trucks save money and increase handling efficiency? At the outset, it must be noted that every time a
piece is handled, it means an added cost. Thus the use of the industrial
truck-unit load principle of handling can cut direct handling costs from 25% to
90% and more below manual handling costs since unit loads mean fewer handlings-hence less cos L
In addition to sav-ings in cost based on reduced manhours , numbers of
handling operations , and increased output, other savings may be computed.
For example where loads are fragile , it has been proved that manual
handling increases damage to loads through dropping, bumping, and the like.
On the other hand mechanized handling markedly reduces damage, and the
resultant expense.
Injury to personnel, together with the cost of such injuries, is likewise
reduced when mechanized handling replaces manual handling. Loads carelessly
handled often lead to broken bones, hernias and strains , even more serious
injury and occasionally death. The cost to American industry in lost manhours
and compensation claims runs into the millions of dollars each yearo Where a
company has replaced the strain of manual effort in handling, with the ease and
simplicity of mechanized handling, accidents have been reduced markedly ,
claims minimized.
The physical cost of handling both damage and injury claims, in itself,
can mean a big savings to a company where rates of such factors are high .
While often hidden among other categories of cost accounting, such costs,
when ferreted out , often constitute a big plus in favor of mechanized handling.
It was indicated that with manual handling, loads could normally only
be stacked to the height a man could reach . While it is possible, with light
loads , to actually throw containers , components, etc. , to personnel perched
on top of stacks to increase tota l storage height , there are certain practical
limits and t he nu mbers of accidents from such activities often over-rule these
methods .
For a lmost every company , storage space is at a premium . In actual
terms of the cost per square foot of such space it is imperative to all of
indu stry that maximum utilization be effected . It is in this area that industrial tru cks and unit loads make a most important contribution . Through
their application , the use of the cube rather than the square makes possible
double , triple or even greater utilization of existing storage facilities than
were possible with rna nua l methods (Figure 54 ).
Allied to the specific advantages of mechanized handling in storage,
are three additi o nal , and important benefits ~ (1) better inventory control ,
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(2) reduced pilferage , and (3) better housekeeping.
Where goods are stored in unit loads the following benefits are
realized~ handling and storage simplified, better control of inventory, re~
duced time and cost of taking physical count , and easier stock selection.
Many companies report better utilization of capital invested in inventoried
purchased components and raw materials because of better inventory control of
such rna terials .
Better inventory control, plus stacking to ceiling limits, have been re,..
sponsible , in many companies , for reduced pilferage. Steel strapped unit
loads frequently make pilferage far more difficult.
Where goods are haphazardly placed in storage areas, or where the tops
of stacks rest within easy reach of personnel, stealing is often encouraged.
The knowledge by certain workers that poor records are maintained over goods
on hand is another factor.
Convers ely , where goods are precisely inventoried, where stacks are
neat and stored under exacting conditions 1 pilferage normally is greatly reduced, at considerable savings.
Good housekeeping is a factor that most companies desire partly
because of the physical looks of the plant and its relation to worker attitude,
and because littered aisles and storage areas often breed accidents.
Certainly no one factor contributes more to good housekeeping than industrial truck-unit load handling where goods can be neatly handled and
· stacked in assigned areas . Often the appearance of a well laid out storage
area leads to the attitude of good housekeeping in other areas of a plant as
well. And the absence of fixed handling equipment, especially that anchored
to the floor , eliminates congestion that often breeds poor housekeeping.
Within the field of shipping industrial trucks are noted for their
success in the reduction of costs . Just as in receiving, the use of unit loads
.slashes the number of individual handlings reduces manhours, minimizes
pilferage and stray shipments , and in general, makes for optimum handling
efficiency.
Because trucks can load outgoing carriers faster , reduced waiting
time for carriers , arid the accompanying savings i n cost , may likewise
be traced to industrial truck handling. Not only are costs minimized, but
congestion around shipping docks is likewise either reduced or even eliminated.
In summary , industrial trucks , in combination with the unit load principle
of handling can be u ti lized to :
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speed handling operations
lower handling, overall costs
increase production, eliminate delays or eve.n costly production
downtime
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

make possible maximum utilization of existing storage space
provide better inventory control of stored goods
reduce pilferage
minimize injuries to personnel, damage to loads and other
equipment
contribute to better housekeeping

The principal advantages of any mechanized material handling system is
to cut costs , save time and permit better utilization of production and storage
facilities~ To insure that these results are achieved, it is essential that a
thorough study is made of existing handling problems plus a thoughtful evaluation
of proposed handling methods. Few businesses can depend on expensive "cutand-dry .. methods . Final decisions must be based largely on cost comparisons
that take into consideration all predictable cost elements and, in addition,
intangible factors which are difficult to evaluate in monetary terms.
Care should be taken that the analysis is not limited to isola ted problems
within the plant, but rather should include the plant as a whole. A well planned
handling system should integrate the flow of material through all parts of the
plant and, in some cases, planning will extend beyond the plant doors to the
plants of both suppliers and customers.
Obviously, the planning of a handling system for an entire plant or
warehouse is a big job requiring more than casual attention. A definite plan or
approach is needed to insure maximum results. The following information is designed to offer at least the basic principles to be considered.
No matter what kind of plant or what kind of product is involved, the
fundamentals of handling will be the same. Of course, the plan outlined will
need to be ta'ilored to the specific situation, but certain basic principles will
always apply .
The seven simple material handling formulas offered in a new book,
Yale & Towne Manufacturing Company's "Management Guide to Productivity" ,
should help eliminate two major reasons for high manufacturing costs: (1)
management's failure, in many cases, to recognize the cost-cutting possibilities
in handling improvements, and (2) failure by shop men to communicate handling
needs to management. The · seven formulas, developed by engineers and other
specialists, can be applied to all handling including handling within the manufacturing cycle .
The final decision to slash material handling costs on a medium-tolarge scale is generally management's responsibility. But the job of making
management consci ous of the value and the need for handling improvements is
up to the engineers and other specialists inside plants who live with production
and material handling problems.
Yale & Towne's new book assumes that the responsibility for material
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handling improvements in a plant is a broad one. It suggests many different
approaches to cutting handling costs, as well as seven simple Tatios that
greatly simpli-fy the job of pointing out where handling falls short and
elevates overall operating costs. The ratios:
Give technical men (not necessarily material handU.ng specialists) a
simple device for presenting material handling needs to management.
Or, give management a guide for investigating and correcting poor
material handling practices in its own company.
The College-Industry Committee on Material Handling Education has
a library of fine films and film strips which may be rented or purch,ased,
and which cover in complete detail various aspects of the material handling
industry. Prices for rental or purchase of the films are nominal, and special
discounts are afforded educa tiona! institutions . Several other film projects
are in various stages of completion by the committee.
Film Strip No. 1 -- is a presentation consisting of 400 frames
illustrating material handling equipment in action. It is available to industrial firms at $15.00 and to educational institutions at $15.00.
Film Strip No. 2 -- is a 6 00 frame presentation including case histories
illustrating "before and after" shots, as well as new, money-saving ideas.
It is available to industry at $20. 00 per copy, and to educational institutions
at$15.00.
Film Strip No. 3 -- "Roller, Wheel and Live Roller Conveyors"
describes applications of conveyors and related equipment for industrial
purposes. The various types of conveyors are described, as well as the
importance of factors such as building limitations, variations of materials,
dimensions, etc. Produced in cooperation with Conveyor Equipment Manufacturers Association, the strip consists of 48 frames and is available to
industry at $10 . 00 and to schools at $5. 00.
Film Strip No. 4 -- "The Outdoor Storage and Reclamation of Bulk
Materials" consists of 55 frames and illustrates uses of conveyors as they
pertain to bulk handling and the outdoor storage of products. The ~actors
affecting outdoor storage are discussed, as well as the various types of
. conveyors available and the numerous functions they perform. Produced in
cooperation with Conveyor Equipment Manufacturers Association, the film
strip is available to industry at $10.00 per copy and to schools at $5.00
per copy.
Film Strip No. 5 -- "Narrow Aisle Trucks" depicts the development
and use of narrow aisle industrial trucks in manufacturing and warehousing
operations . The 85 frames in this strip were selected as the best illustrations
of these trucks in a variety of industries. The film strip is available to
industry at $10.00 and to schools at $5.00 per copy.
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"Powered Industrial Trucks" -- is a 16mm black and white sound film
covering a synopsis of powered industrial trucks since th,eir conception. It
can be rented for $2. 50 per showing, or can be purchased by industrial firms
at $90.00. Schools may obtain copies at $65.00 each.
"Conveyors for Parts, Assemblies, and Packages" --is a 16mm black
and white sound film describing basic types of conveyors and depicting
development of specialized types used in a wide variety of industries. It can
be rented for $2.50 per showing or purchased, by industrial firms, at $90.00.
Schools may obtain copies at $65.00.
For complete information regarding any of these films or future films
being planned and prepared by CIC-MHE, contact the College-Industry Committee
on Materia 1 Handling Education , One Gateway Center, Pitts burgh 2 2 , Pa ~
With businesses getting fewer and bigger, change is a necessity to
remain in business at a profit. · So, my presentation was directed to increasing
handling efficiency through the application of the unit load principle. Ib will
benefit both the user and the customer.

